WHAT’S DRIVING ENERGY? •
The critical drivers for energy are pointing in the same direction.

Cause
Emerging Economies

Populous nations such as China and India
are in the midst of rapid economic growth,
rising urbanization and growing incomes.

Low Oil Prices in ’80s and ’90s

Oil cost less than $20 a barrel for most years between
1986, when OPEC oversupply caused a price collapse,
and 1999, following the East Asia financial crisis that
severely curtailed demand.

OPEC

The 12-member Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries holds 80 percent of the
world’s crude oil reserves.

Geopolitical Issues

Political risk in major oil-producing nations is
ongoing: war in Iraq, attacks on Nigeria’s
production facilities, Iran’s nuclear ambitions
and moves to nationalize oil fields in Venezuela.

Green Movement

Environmental groups opposed to oil exploration and
development are well-organized, well-funded and
have increased their lobbying efforts on Capitol Hill.

Peak Oil Theory

This theory maintains that oil production will rise until
it reaches its “peak,” which indicates half of the global
oil supply has been pumped out of the ground.
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Rising Oil Consumption

These nations need increasing amounts of
energy for manufacturing, transportation,
power generation and other uses.

Cuts in Exploration

Prolonged low prices reduced incentives for oil companies
to aggressively explore for new reserves. To control costs they
cut back on drilling programs and other capital expenditures.

Governments Depend on Oil Income

To meet fiscal obligations and provide services to their
growing populations, governments are spending more
to try to diversify their economies.

Production Disruption/Threat of Disruption
War and attacks on oil facilities can slow or stop
production. The threat of violence or political
unpredictability can inject uncertainty into energy
markets that seek stable supply sources.

Higher Barriers to Entry/More Costly

The strength of anti-drilling groups and regulatory hurdles
make it a slow and expensive process to obtain the permits
necessary to explore for new energy sources.

Declining Oil Production

Many peak-oil theorists say that maximum
production point has been reached, and we are
now on an irreversible downward trend in supply.

Possible Ramifications
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•
•
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•

Competition for Oil Resources

Supply has not risen at the same pace as demand, so
these nations are competing against developed economies
for a larger share of the world’s energy supply.

Falling Production/Reserves

Companies take years to get from oil discovery
to production, hampering their ability to develop
new supply sources to replace falling output at
aging oil fields.

Cartel Restricts Supply

Given its desire to maximize revenue, OPEC has at
times used its strong market position to drive up oil
prices by cutting back production.

Lower Global Spare Capacity

Current demand is almost equal to current production,
leaving little surplus to fill the gap if an important supplier
is disrupted by oil-field attacks or political decisions.

Limited Drilling Access/New Refineries

Responding to strong lobbying, politicians have denied
access to certain energy reserves. Also, a new refinery
has not been built in the U.S. in decades, creating
supply bottlenecks.

Less Supply

Any scenario that envisions supply not keeping
pace with rapidly growing demand will exert
upward pressure on prices.
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Take Action Today and Request Your Free Investor Guide
Ask about the Global Resources Fund (PSPFX).
Call us at 800-873-8637 or visit www.usfunds.com today!

Please consider carefully the fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses. For this and other important information, obtain a fund prospectus by visiting www.usfunds.com or by calling 1-800-US-FUNDS
(1-800-873-8637). Read it carefully before investing. DForeside Fund Services, LLC, Distributor. U.S. Global Investors is the investment adviser.
All opinions expressed and data provided are subject to change without notice. Some of these opinions may not be appropriate to every investor. Foreign and emerging market investing involves special risks such as currency fluctuation and less public disclosure, as well as economic and political risk. Because
the Global Resources Fund concentrates its investments in a specific industry, the fund may be subject to greater risks and fluctuations than a portfolio representing a broader range of industries. There is no guarantee that factors described above will result in higher energy prices. 13-199

